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Good morning Madame Chair Landrieu, Ranking Member Risch and other
distinguished members of this Committee. I am honored to have this opportunity
to share the negative impact Obamacare has had on my small business and me.
My name is Sheila A. Salter and I am the sole proprietor of early2surg, which is a
Marketing Consulting business whose mission is to improve/accelerate the
development, and commercial launch of surgical devices for start-up device
companies.
For over 35 years my career has been in the healthcare field. I am aware of the
many strengths and weaknesses within our healthcare system. I do not think
there is a person in this great country of ours that does not wish for every
individual to have healthcare.
Obamacare has negatively impacted my business and filled me with uncertainty.
I am my business. I planned for many years to have my own business. I invested
my time and money to begin early2surg this past February.
I am still establishing the company but my business plan includes growth and
eventually, expansion. Because I have no employees I am not eligible for SHOP
at this time, but it would be my reality if and when I could afford to expand.
I'd like to direct you to the screen to clarify my points. (Content embedded
below)

I was shocked when I received notice from BC/BS the end of September my
insurance would be cancelled effective January 1, 2014. I looked over the
federally mandated 10 Essential Benefits (listed on the left side of the screen)
and it was immediately clear to me the federal government has taken away my
freedom and ability to select healthcare services I want.
Please look at the column titled "Sheila's Plan" which is the plan I enjoyed prior
to implementation of Obamacare. I was able to shop and find healthcare that
suited me for $202/month. The proposed BC/BS replacement policy for
$584/month includes services mandated by law and it has a higher deductible
and co-pay. Does anyone here think my current policy is substandard?
I emailed my U. S. Congressman, David Price (Democrat) to ask for assistance.
Part of his response to me (attached is full response) was to shop on the
healthcare.gov website. That site was not working at the time and is still not
secure. He also placed blame on the insurance companies and the governor of
NC.
Clearly, there is one healthcare plan, which you see on the left hand column. The
federal government has legislated this plan is best for everyone, male or female.
"Shopping" under the federal law is deciding deductibles, co-pays but it does not
allow for one to choose one's own healthcare. I shopped for my healthcare and
found one I am very happy with for $202. Having my healthcare freedom of
choice taken from me is unacceptable now, 12 months from now, and will never
be acceptable.
How has Obamacare affected my business? It has a huge snowball effect. My
plans to establish, grow and expand are minimized and delayed. In addition, my
potential clients face the same impact. They may delay contracting my services
so they can pay their healthcare premiums.
Of course, ramifications of potential identity theft on my company and me could
wipe me out financially to the point I could never recover.
In my business we have a motto: First do no harm. I am faced with uncertainty
and this law has harmed me.
Again, I want everyone to have healthcare. I am happy to assist you in improving
or rebuilding an optimal plan for healthcare. But first do no harm.
Thank you again.

